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∫
The paper presents two algorithms to evaluate the integral I := Ω f (⃗x)d⃗x, where ⃗x ∈ Rn , Ω = {⃗x :
u(⃗x) > 0} and ∂Ω = {⃗x : u(⃗x) = 0} is a compact
manifold of codimension one. The method to be
∫
employed is motivated by the expression I = Rn H(u(⃗x))f (⃗x)d⃗x, where H is the Heaviside function. The
approach consists of approximating H by ﬁnite diﬀerencing its ﬁrst few primitives, a technique already
used by the author to approximate delta functions.
A brief presentation of the algorithms is given below. Let
∫

∫

z

I(z) =

H(ζ)dζ

and

0

J(z) =

z

I(ζ)dζ.
0

The following relationships are derived:
I(u) = ⟨∇J(u), ∇u⟩/|∇u|2 ,

H(u) = ⟨∇I(u), ∇u⟩/|∇u|2 ,

where ⟨·, ·⟩ stands for the inner product. By discretizing H(u) the one-step algorithm F DM H1 is obtained
which converges at a rate of O(h2 ) when u is smooth enough. By discretizing both relationships the twostep algorithm F DM H2 is derived which can converge at a rate of O(h3 ). These results are validated by
means of some numerical examples.
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